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Diversity – Stability: ���
Does biodiversity beget stability? 

Historical overview of Diversity-Stability in ecology

1. The early years

2. Bob May and the limits to diversity

3. Diversity and food web structure

Current understanding

Components of stability

Two approaches to understanding stability

1. General D-S relationships

2. Food web properties and stability

Food web = a set of species that are connected to one another via trophic 
interactions (i.e. by fluxes of matter and energy) 



Community Stability: ‘the amount of choice which the energy has in following 
the paths up through the food web’ – E.P. Odum 1953
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Diversity – Stability: ���
1. The Early Years (1950s)

-based on intuition that portioning up the ‘energetic pie’ ought to stabilize the system…. The 
‘precise assumptions behind this intuitive argument remained a mystery’ – McCann 2009
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Diversity – Stability: ���
1. The Early Years (1950s)

Robert MacArthur (1955) Fluctuations of 
animal populations, and a measure of 
community stability. Ecology 36: 533-536.
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Diversity – Stability: ���
1. The Early Years (1950s)

§  sketched a series of simplified food webs 
and discussed the ramifications of energy 
partitioning for stability using elementary 
quantitative arguments

Robert MacArthur (1955) Fluctuations of 
animal populations, and a measure of 
community stability. Ecology 36: 533-536.

Properties of stability (according to MacArthur): 
1.  Stability increases as the number of links increases.
2.  Stability can be achieved either by a large number of species each with a fairly restricted diet, or 

by a smaller number of species each easting a wide variety of other species. 
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Diversity – Stability: ���
1. The Early Years (1950s)

§  sketched a series of simplified food webs 
and discussed the ramifications of energy 
partitioning for stability using elementary 
quantitative arguments

§  ‘MacArthur (1955) using an ingenious but 
simple application of information theory has 
provid(ed) a formal proof of the increase in 
stability of a community as the number of 
links in its food web increases’ – Hutchinson 
1959

Robert MacArthur (1955) Fluctuations of 
animal populations, and a measure of 
community stability. Ecology 36: 533-536.
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Diversity – Stability: ���
1. The Early Years (1950s)

§  sketched a series of simplified food webs 
and discussed the ramifications of energy 
partitioning for stability using elementary 
quantitative arguments

§  ‘MacArthur (1955) using an ingenious but 
simple application of information theory has 
provid(ed) a formal proof of the increase in 
stability of a community as the number of 
links in its food web increases’ – Hutchinson 
1959

§  ‘His idea, although intriguing, still reads like 
an intuitive appeal masqueraded in 
mathematics’ – McCann 2009

§  Ignored population and community 
dynamics – thus essentially allowing a 
definition of stability identical to Odum (i.e. 
multiple pathways in a food web might 
stabilize the system).  Little mechanistic 
insight 

Robert MacArthur (1955) Fluctuations of 
animal populations, and a measure of 
community stability. Ecology 36: 533-536.
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Diversity – Stability: ���
1. The Early Years (1950s)

§  1) because simple model systems were 
subject to extraordinary instabilities, 
increased stability would likely 
accompany increased model complexity 
and diversity

§  2) simplified F.W. more vulnerable to 
invaders

§  3) island F.W. often impacted by invasive 
species (logic being that island food 
webs are less diverse than mainland 
areas)

Diversity seemed to be related to each of 
these arguments thus implying diversity 
positively related to stability
BUT…still no clear mechanism

Charles Elton (1958) The Ecology of 
Animal and Plant Invasions
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Diversity – Stability: ���
2. 1970s: Bob May and the Limits to Diversity
-May’s Mathematical Model: generated diversity and connectance using a random statistical 
universe (i.e. no other assumptions about diversity). 
-Criticized as overly simplified constructs but was a clear test of early intuitive ideas about D 
& S, namely that diversity and increased connectance, in and of themselves lead to stability 
-Models showed in no uncertain terms that complexity and diversity readily and rapidly 
drive enormous INSTABILTIY.   That is: DIVERSITY BEGETS INSTABILITY!
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“A variety of explicit counterexamples have 
demonstrated that a count of food web links is no 
guide to stability. 
This straightforward fact contradicts the intuitive 
verbal argument often invoked, to the effect that the 
greater the number of links, and alternative 
pathways in the web, the greater the chance of 
absorbing environmental shocks, thus damping down 
incipient oscillations. 
The fallacy in this intuitive argument is that the 
greater the size and connectance of the web, the 
larger the number of characteristic modes of 
oscillation it possesses: since in general each mode is 
as likely to be unstable as stable…the addition of 
more and more modes simply increases the chance 
for the total web to unstable” – May 1973

Diversity – Stability: ���
2. 1970s: Bob May and the Limits to Diversity
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Diversity – Stability: ���
2. 1970s: Bob May and the Limits to Diversity
-Didn’t fit intuition or match empirical results
**Note: May’s results do NOT suggest that diversity is uncorrelated to stability but rather 
his models are a strong argument against diversity (i.e. # of species) as the major driver of 
stability
-Ecologists, thus, needed to seek what components of Food Web Structure impart stability…
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§  1970s theoretical work inspired a ‘factory-like’ production of researchers interested 
in documenting and revealing patterns in FW topologies;

§  Recurring Structures in Well Documented Food Webs:

    1) Omnivory: Polis showed omnivory not rare (as previously suggested). Instead, common 
in desert ecosystems 

    2) Spatial subsidies and multi-channel pathways in food webs: Polis and Strong (1996) 
argued ecologists needed to expand their spatial scale and recognize that many of the 
focal food webs being studied were actually coupled through generalist consumers via both 
top-down (consumption) and bottom-up (nutrient transfer) mechanism

Diversity – Stability: ���
3. Diversity and Food Web Structure

Gary Polis (1946-2000) – desert ecologist Don Strong (Prof. UC Davis)
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Recently, ecologists have begun to consider ‘how specific 
natural food web structures and variability in space and 
time govern the stability of ecological systems.

The emerging answer suggest(s) that the variability 
itself may ultimately be responsible for the persistence 
of these enormously complex entities’-McCann 2009 In: 
Princeton Guide to Ecology

KEY: Change in perspective from equilibrium view of ecosystems

Diversity – Stability: ���
Current understanding

Kevin McCann, U. of Guelph

‘Diversity CAN be expected, on average, to give rise to 
ecosystem stability. This does NOT infer that diversity is 
the driver of this relationship. Instead, diversity can be 
regarded as the passive recipient of important ecological 
mechanisms that are inherent in ecosystems.’ – McCann 
2000 ‘The diversity-stability debate’ Nature



Two categories of definitions: 

System’s Dynamic Stability: 

(1)   Variability: the variability in population dynamics of individual species or groups of 
species. Low variability = high stability;

System’s Capacity to Defy Change:

(2) Resistance: the ability to retain structure in the face of a perturbation (e.g., a 
community is resistant to an invasive species)

(3) Resilience: dynamic response to a temporary perturbation (e.g., equilibrium or 
nonequilibrium stability; effectively tracks how fast densities return/recoil to their 
original values). 

-based on Pimm 1984, McCann 2000, 2009 

Components of Stability
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TEMPORAL STABILITY:
§   the consistency of a quantity (e.g. species 

abundance or biomass) over time
§  for entire community or its constituent 

species

The search for a general diversity-stability relationship



The search for a general diversity-stability relationship
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Tilman’s Cedar Creek experiments (1982-.; 200 
plots):
A)  Temporal stability of total community 

biomass increases with species richness.  
B)  Temporal stability of individual plant species 

declined with species richness
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Why might this positive relationship occur? 

1)   AVERAGING EFFECT(Doak et al. 1998): 
Statistical averaging of the fluctuations in 
species’ abundances -> PORTFOLIO 
EFFECT (Tilman et al. 1998)

2)   NEGATIVE COVARIANCE EFFECT (Tilman 
et al. 1998) – 

Either way, idea = species richness increases 
stability at the community level b/c diverse plant 
communities respond differentially to variable 
environment. The differential responses sum, through 
time, to give STABLE COMMUNITY DYNAMICS

Loreau (2010) – Asynchrony of species 
responses to environmental fluctuations

The search for a general diversity-stability relationship



Interaction Strength (IS): the dynamic 
influence of one species on another; 
often measured by energy or biomass 
flux .e.g IS of predator on prey is 
equivalent to the amount of biomass 
consumed by the predator

-Peter Yodzis (1981) showed FWs 
with real IS more stable than 
randomly constructed ones, but 
reason unknown 

-Increasing diversity can increase 
stability under one condition: 
distribution of consumer-resource ISs 
must be skewed towards weak ISs =

-Weakly interacting species stabilize 
community dynamics by dampening 
strong, potentially destabilizing 
consumer-resource interactions.

Food web structure and stability
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For tomorrow’s discussion, write a short 
paragraph addressing the following: ���
Does diversity beget stability? ���
If not, what does? ���
���
Please either email me your paragraph 
before class, or hand it in to me in class.


